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POCUS 
development

• First ultrasound images of the heart recorded in 
1953

• Focused scanning, ECHO training and portable 
machines have increased the feasibility and use 
of POCUS in critical care over the last 10 years.

• Focused cardiac ultrasound used for rapid 
differentiation of shock

• FUSIC Heart (ics.ac.uk)

• Lung ultrasound used for acute respiratory failure

• FAMUS - Focused Acute Medicine Ultrasound -
Society for Acute Medicine

https://www.ics.ac.uk/Society/Society/Learning/FUSIC/Modules/FUSIC_Heart.aspx
https://www.acutemedicine.org.uk/famus/


Case study 

A 74-year-old man with a National Early Warning Score (NEWS) of 12 . He had a respiratory rate of 30 bpm, a heart rate of 130 bpm, was 
confusion, and an oxygen requirement.

Multimorbid gentleman who had been admitted to hospital six days previously from the elderly care rapid access clinic with worsening confusion 
and shortness of breath. 

He had a chronic right sided pleural effusion of unknown aetiology that had been drained twice previously and was negative for any cytology. Not 
for resuscitation or escalation to ICU.

SpO2 of 96% on 4 L/min of oxygen delivered via nasal cannula. His heart rate was 130 bpm and regular. He was cold peripherally, clammy with 
mottled legs. IV access was obtained, and a blood gas was taken which showed a worsening metabolic acidosis and a lactate of 11.

Profoundly shocked, too sick to take to scan.

Focused cardiac ultrasound performed









Focused echo and 
shock
• FoCUS is useful to narrow the differential 

diagnosis in patients with undifferentiated 
shock 

• FoCUS is more accurate than the physical 
examination for assessing LV systolic 
function



Lung US for acute respiratory failure



Algorithm for LUS in Evaluation of Dyspnoea

Lung US- An Algorithm https://ddxof.com/ultrasound-in-dyspnea/?sf_action=get_data&sf_data=all&_sf_s=lung



In cardiac arrest

• Presence of sonographic activity predicts 

ROSC (51%), and improved survival to 

hospital discharge (3.6% vs 0.6%)

• an absence of sonographic activity predicts 

low chance of ROSC (14%)

• In tamponade subgroup, survival to 

discharge increased to 15.4%



Applications 
in CCOT

Managing the shocked/hypotensive patient

HAP vs pulmonary oedema

Diagnosing PE

Cardiac arrest prognostication

Marking effusions/ tapping effusions

Accurate bladder scans

US guided access



Challenges

Access to training

Finding supervisors

Access to equipment

Time to accumulate scans

Confidence



Conclusion

POCUS is a rapid and feasible for CCO practitioners 
to use in their assessment of patients

POCUS improves diagnostic accuracy in 
breathlessness

Provides unique information in shock +/-cardiac 
arrest

Assess to training, equipment and mentors remain 

barriers



@wilsoncritcare
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